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Introduction 
 
The aim of these notes is to give a basic explanation of Proto-87 modelling, and to provide an idea of what 
is involved in modelling track and wheels in a near prototypical scale, and what I see as the advantages. 
 
The following topics will be covered; 
 

• A brief history of where Proto-87 originated from and some milestones in its development.  Also 
included here will be an outline of what is happening with Proto-87 in Australia, and how I got 
started. 

 
• The Proto-87 Standards, including the involvement with the National Model Railroad Association 

(NMRA). 
 
• A brief but in-depth technical analysis of the relationship between wheels and track. 
 
• Examples of the visual difference of Proto-87 turnouts and wheels compared to “standard” offerings. 
 
• Some of the Proto-87 commercial items available. 

 
 
I will take the opportunity now to mention that Proto-87 modelling is not for everyone.  Once you make the 
decision to covert to Proto-87, trains that run on NMRA RP25 profile wheels cannot operate on Proto-87 
trackwork, and your Proto-87 trains cannot run on trackwork built to NMRA standard “universal” 
specifications.  More on the reasons why later. 
 
Note:  Throughout these notes, I may abbreviate Proto-87 to P87. 
 
 
 
What is Proto-87? 
 
This question can be answered with the following quote from the Proto-87 Yahoo Groups website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your next question might well be “Why would I model in Proto-87?” 
 
My answer is this: 

“Model trains built to existing traditionally HO scale standards have oversized wheels, which 
forces trackwork to be inaccurate also.  Proto-87 is a high-fidelity standard for HO scale 
wheels and track.”  

“I strive to add super accurate detail to my rollingstock and locomotives, yet when it comes to 
the permanent way and wheels they operate on, we accept atrocious compromises in the 
accuracy and appearance of the track and wheels.  The trackwork is, and should always be 
considered, part of the overall model scene we are trying to recreate.  Once a train has passed 
through a scene, should we not still be able to appreciate the skilled modelling that has gone 
into building prototypical track?  Proto-87 wheels give me the opportunity to build trackwork 
to the same standard as the locomotives and rollingstock that run on it.”  
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A Brief History of Proto-87 
 
Proto-87 is not a new concept.  It has been around since the late 1960’s.  A standard for 3.5mm to the foot 
scale (1:87.1) was developed in parallel with Proto-4, and became known as Proto-87. 
 
Early pioneers of Proto-87 modelling were from the United Kingdom and Europe, in particular France and 
Germany.  In the early 1990’s, modellers from the Netherlands produced HO/P87 kits of Dutch prototype.  
Around this time, Alan Gibson produced some Dutch prototype wheels to P87 standards.  These wheels 
became the de-facto standard for Proto-87 until the late 1990’s when North West Short Line started 
producing a range of Proto-87 wheels based on an American wheel profile and manufactured to the new 
NMRA Proto:Scale standards. 
 
By 1994, the NMRA Proto-87 SIG (Special Interest Group) had been formed and began a study for true 
prototype scaling in HO.  The need for communication between the members of the SIG gave birth to the 
Proto-87 SIG website, where the ‘Proto-87 Journal’ was started as an online magazine.  The site has not 
been updated for some time, but the SIG now communicates via the Yahoo Groups network of 
communities.  As of July 2005, there are over 400 interested modellers in the NMRA P87 SIG community. 
 
Proto-87 : The Local Scene 
 
During the early part of 2004, I found that there was a small community of Australian modellers who were 
either currently active in, or were interested in Proto-87.  This loose group has around eight interested 
modellers from New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria, modelling both standard and broad gauge. 
 
Of these modellers, four have built models and layouts, with some layouts still in the construction phase.  
Ross Hurley, who many may know is the Editor of the Australian Model Railway Magazine, actively 
models the South Australian Railways prototype in P87 broad gauge, with a layout under construction 
called ‘Balhannah’.  Ross, along with another SA modeller Nigel Gardner, have been modelling in P87 
since around 1997, both having previously modelled in P4 since the early 1980’s.  Between them, they 
developed a set of standards for P87 5’3” gauge, based on the NMRA P87 standards. 
 
The early pioneers of P87 in Australia, who included the late Murray Weymouth, did it all the hard way.  
This included turning down existing wheels to a near enough P87 profile and scratchbuilding turnouts to 
accommodate these new wheels. 
 
My beginnings in Proto-87 
 
I have been modelling in HO now for around twenty five years and in the early part, was exposed to the 
NMRA standards and associated commercial flex-track and turnouts and the now reasonably accepted 
RP25/110 wheels. 
 
When the RP25/88 wheels came on the scene, and I found myself wanting to improve the appearance of the 
running gear my models were carried on, I made the decision to have a minimum track and wheel standard 
based on the RP25/88 standards.  This included initially looking into the feasibility of handlaying my own 
track, and especially turnouts, to try and narrow the flangeways for an improved appearance and running 
qualities with the RP25/88 wheels.  Over time, I had worked out that I could reduce flangeways down to 
around 1mm, which would allow the RP25/88 wheels to operate reliably, and also improve the appearance 
of the turnout over the commercially available “universal” standard. 
 
I only ever got around to building one turnout to these standards, and it was for a small diorama I built 
about 3 years ago.  I basically followed the article in the Australian Journal of Railway Modelling (AJRM) 
No.6, which included superdetailing the turnout with the inclusion of rail brace chairs and a fully detailed 
vee crossing. 
 
This exercise proved that building a turnout was not as difficult as it seemed, and I enjoyed it immensely, 
particularly after seeing the finished product. 
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In late 2003, after meeting a fellow P87 modeller at the Liverpool exhibition, I decided to do a bit of 
research.  I found the original Proto-87 SIG website and from there joined the Proto-87 Yahoo Group on 
the internet.  I probably spent a day trawling through the message archives trying to get a handle on what 
this Proto-87 was all about. 
 
I also came across a commercial site, namely The Proto-87 Stores, a not-for-profit mail order business in 
the United States run by Andy Reichert.  I was amazed to find that there were commercially available 
items, namely etched vee crossings, turnout modification kits and NWSL P87 wheelsets.  More later on the 
P87 components currently available from the US. 
 
I obtained a sample of some of Andy’s items, and from then on, you could say I was hooked.  From my 
point of view, I discovered that P87 was a realistic option for me and it finally gave me the opportunity to 
model track to the same standard as my other modelling.  
 
The NMRA Proto:Scale Standards 
 
In 1999, the NMRA Technical Department Director, Ron Gains committed to the development of 
Proto:Scales as standards rather than a revision of Recommended Practices based on the premise that the 
RP’s were for refinements of traditional scale standards and PROTO scales could not be defined to conform 
with traditional scales.  Ron Gains passed away prematurely and the effort initially stalled. 
 
In early 2001, the NMRA under the leadership of Randy Wilson, effected a formal study effort for 
Proto:Scale standards.  The basis for the Proto:X standards for each scale would be based on US FRA 
(Federal Railroad Administration) and AAR/AREA industry track and wheel specifications.  Direct scaling 
with modelling “constants” applicable to each scale as necessary would be the means of standards 
derivation.  The approach was a consistent application of formulas and engineering adjustments suitable for 
any scale reduction from established prototype specifications.  By 2003, full-proposed specifications were 
circulated among modellers and PROTO-SIG community groups of a variety of scales for review and 
comment. 
 
In late 2003 and early 2004, the NMRA posted a formal proposal for vote which included a major revision 
and re-organisation of NMRA standards.  In July 2004, the voting was completed and the re-organisation of 
NMRA standards to include standardisation of the Sx.1 for PROTO and FINE scales was adopted.  The 
differences between the adopted NMRA standards and the original 1966 MRSG specifications for Proto-87 
was at most a nominal 0.001-0.002” in a few non-interfering categories, and track or wheels based on either 
specification are interchangeable with conforming reliability.  
 
The full Proto S3.1 and S4.1 standards are available on the NMRA website, but I have shown the basic 
measurements in Diagram 1 below.  All values shown are the minimum required.  The standards specify 
both minimum and maximum values allowable. 
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Track Gauge (G) = 16.48mm (nominal 16.5mm) 
Check Gauge (C) = 15.87mm 
Flangeway (F) =  0.56mm 

Wheel Check Gauge (K) = 15.77mm 
Wheel width (N) = 1.63mm 
Flange width (T) = 0.31mm 
Flange depth (D) = 0.32mm 

Diagram 1 
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Wheel and track relationship 
 
When scratchbuilding track to near prototype specifications, a basic understanding of how wheels operate 
on rail is essential to building P87 track that is reliable and trouble free. 
 
I don’t profess to be an expert on the subject, but I will attempt to explain the basics.  I have compiled the 
following information from a number of publications, which are listed at the end of these notes. 
 
Wheel Profiles 
 
Diagram 2 shows a comparison of wheel profiles.  Note that they 
are intended for comparison purposes only, therefore the profiles are 
not accurate, but they are proportionally correct. 
 
Theory of Trackholding 
 
The flanges on a wheel do not keep the wheelset on the track.  The 
wheels have what is called “coning”, which involves the tread being 
inclined at 1 in 20 to the horizontal.  This coning serves to guide the 
wheels on the track, and any movement of the wheelset from the 
centred position, involves climbing the coning of the wheel, a process in which gravity wants to resist, 
which keeps the wheelset centred on the track.  The main purpose of the flanges is to provide guidance of 
the wheelset through pointwork.  Under normal circumstances, the flanges should never contact the 
railhead.  Only in absolute extreme cases, and away from straight track, may they come in contact with the 
railhead.  This, however, would increase friction on the running surfaces.  To compliment the coning of the 
wheels, prototype rail is inclined inwards at an angle to match the coning.  This is required to maximise the 
wheel to rail contact area, and to prevent excessive wear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To avoid the excessive friction on curves, a wheelset must have what is called the “running clearance”.  In 
Diagram 3, it can be seen that the outer faces of the flange do not touch the inside faces of the rails.  This 
distance is in fact quite small in prototype practice.  In model form, this is quite straightforward on tangent 
(straight) track, but problems occur as soon as you get to a curve.  In Diagram 4, even though it is an 
exaggerated curve, it can be seen how on a fixed wheelbase wagon, the running clearance is taken up.  This 
can be counteracted by what is termed “gauge widening”, which is where the gauge is increased slightly by 
an amount depending on the severity of the curve.  Under the P87 standards, in a worse case, the amount of 
gauge widening required is only 0.022” or 0.56mm.  I should mention that commercial flextrack tends to 
have gauge widening already built into it, as a measurement of the gauge of a length of Micro Engineering 
code 55 track, shows a gauge of 16.7mm, which is 0.2mm greater than the nominal gauge of 16.5mm.  
Then it can also be said that the wheels that are running on this gauge are of the “universal” standard. 
 
I will mention now that chassis compensation or springing is preferred in P87 to maximise trackholding 
capabilities, but this is another issue on its own.  There have been numerous articles published in P4 
publications about chassis compensation, so I won’t get into that here. 
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Diagram 2 

Running Clearance

Coned wheel treads

Diagram 3 Diagram 4 
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* = loss of running clearance 
N = nominal track gauge 
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The Importance of check gauge 
 
The back-to-back measurement of a wheelset is only part of 
what enables good running.  For this to happen, all the 
wheelsets used should conform to the same standard and 
have identical profiles and flange thicknesses.  The ‘Wheel 
Check Gauge’ is the dimension measured from the rear of 
one flange to the face of the opposite flange.  This is shown 
in Diagram 5.  This measurement is probably the most vital 
to ensure the correct relationship of wheels to track. 
 
Diagram 6 shows a wheelset about to pass through a 
crossing.  The worst thing that can happen at this point is 
for the flange to contact the crossing nose head on, thereby 
causing not only a derailment, but substantial damage to the pointwork. 
 
To ensure this does not happen, the wheelset is “checked” or guided through the crossing, so that even at 
the worst case with the wheels as far against the checkrail that the coning and flanges will permit, the 
necessary clearance still exists between the crossing nose and flange.  This is why the positioning of the 
checkrail is so critical, especially in Proto-87. 

The Look of Proto-87 
 
The photo below shows a comparison of flangeway widths of two commercial turnouts and a P87 handbuilt 
turnout.  The one on the left is PECO with flangeways of 1.4mm.  The centre one is P87 with 0.56mm 
flangeways and the one on the right is Micro Engineering at 1.0mm. 

WCG

Back to back

effective flange thickness

Diagram 5 

CG WCG

flange misses
crossing nose by the
check clearance

checkrail

back of flange in contact
with face of checkrail

CG = Check gauge (track)
WCG = Wheel check gauge (= CG - check clearance)

Diagram 6 
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NWSL P87 wheels Prototype wheels NMRA RP25/110 wheels 

 
 
The photos below (courtesy of The Proto87 Stores) shows the different appearance between wheels. 

 
 
Proto-87 Components 
 
As mentioned previously, The Proto87 Stores in the United States is the primary source for P87 
components.  They stock the range of NWSL P87 disc wheelsets for wagons as well as replacement half 
axle wheelsets for Kato and Proto2000 series locomotives.  This makes it easy to convert diesel 
locomotives to P87.  Some of the current range of diesel locomotives available here are based on the Kato 
and Proto2000 chassis, namely the 45 class from AR Kits (Kato), the 442 and 80 class from Austrains 
(P2000) and the recently released Trainorama 44 and 930 class, 47 & 49 
classes which are also P2000 chassis. 
 
North West Short Line make a substantial range of pinpoint and 
shouldered P87 wheelsets in varying axle lengths and wheel diameters. 
 
The Proto87 Stores also make vee crossing kits as ‘drop-in’ replacements 
to suit Shinohara and Micro Engineering turnouts.  With these crossing 
kits, it is quite a simple process to convert an existing  
‘in situ’ turnout to P87. 
 
Many of the Proto87 Stores components can be also used by traditional 
HO scale modellers for more exacting detail. 
 
Also available is a P87 track & wheel check gauge. 
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One problem when you start modelling exact scale trackwork and turnouts for NSW practice, is that none 
of the commercially available turnouts are correct for NSW.  The main discrepancy is the layout of the 
timbers on the turnout.  For example, Micro Engineering turnouts have their timbers arranged perpendicular 
to the straight stock rail.  The timbers in a NSW turnout are arranged perpendicular to a centreline that runs 
from the toe of the blade through the crossing, then resume perpendicular to the main and diverging routes 
a short distance beyond the wingrails of the crossing.  Refer Diagram 7. 
 
The next problem is the lead length of the turnout.  A Micro Engineering #6 turnout has a lead length of 
45’, whilst a 1:6 standard NSW turnout has a lead length of 58’11”.  The difference is substantially 
noticeable. (NB the lead length is the distance from the toe of the switchblade to the theoretical crossing point) 
 
These issues require the P87 modeller to scratchbuild all turnouts to correct NSW practice.  Greg Edwards’ 
Trackwork Manual has turnout templates for NSW practice in the following crossing angles -1:6, 1:7½, 
1:8¼ and 1:9. 
 
Scratchbuilding turnouts also gives you opportunity to add more detail that is normally not modelled.  Rail 
brace chairs are available in brass and urethane from Stephen Johnson Models along with etched 
fishplates complete with bolt detail. 
 
Another excellent new product from the US is a working knuckle coupler in HO scale.  Beautifully 
engineered by Frank Sergent of Sergent Engineering, these are the only 
true HO scale coupler available.  Made from diecast metal, they look and 
operate exactly like the prototype.  Made to fit into existing draft gear, 
they are operated using a magnetic uncoupling wand.  There is no ugly 
trip pin and they will not work with “under-the-track” magnets.  These 
couplers are not limited to the P87 modeller.  They will be stocked 
locally by Aus Proto-87 Supplies. 
 
 

Diagram 7 

Timber arrangement on a typical Micro Engineering turnout 

The Sergent EC87 scale coupler 

 Correct timber arrangement for NSW turnout 
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Related Websites 
 
The Proto87 Stores - www.proto87stores.com 
 
The main Proto-87 SIG site (albeit currently out of date) - www.proto87.org 
 
‘Federal Street’, a P87 layout by John Wright - www.xclent.freeuk.com/p87/fedst1.htm 
 
The National Model Railway Association (NMRA) - www. nmra.org 
 
The Proto-87 On-line Discussion Group - http://groups.yahoo.com/group/proto87/ 
 
Sergent Engineering for true HO scale working knuckle couplers - www.sergentengineering.com/ 
 
A local P87 discussion Group - http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/Aus_Proto87_Modellers_Forum/ 
 
The blog of Bowen Creek, a NSW P87 exhibition layout - http://bowencreek.blogspot.com/ 
 
My own home P87 layout in the making - http://liverpoolrange.wordpress.com/ 
 
 
I must also express my thanks to Andy Reichert from Proto87 Stores and Ed McCamey from the P87 SIG 
for allowing me to use text and pictures from their respective websites. 
 
I hope these notes have given you an insight into Proto-87, and have seen enough to think about whether it 
is for you.  A lot of it may seem daunting at first, but it doesn’t have to be.  The advantages I see are the 
ability to build prototypical track to a high level of detail to compliment the rest of your modelling and 
which can operate more reliably than the commercial equivalents if built accurately. 
 
 


